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“Inspiration sources for Australian fast fashion design: tapping into consumer desire” 
Abstract 
Purpose –  
The research purpose was to identify both the inspiration sources used by fast fashion 
designers and ways the designers sort information from the sources during the product 
development process. 
 
Design/methodology/approach – This is a qualitative study, drawing on semi-structured 
interviews conducted with the members of the in-house design teams of three Australian fast 
fashion companies. 
Findings – Australian fast fashion designers rely on a combination of trend data, sales data, 
product analysis and travel for design development ideas. The designers then use the 
consensus and embodiment methods to interpret and synthesise information from those 
inspiration sources.  
Research limitations/implications – The empirical data used in the analysis were limited by 
interviewing fashion designers within only three Australian companies. 
Originality/value (mandatory) - This research augments knowledge of fast fashion product 
development, in particular designers’ methods and approaches to product design within a 
volatile and competitive market.  
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Introduction 
Crucial to the fast fashion model is enhanced responsiveness to market demand (Christopher 
et al., 2004), or close connection to consumer desire. Product development teams must 
connect to their consumers in order to provide the right product to market at the right time. 
The article contains an examination of the roles and decision making by one group of actors 
in the product development process: fashion designers. The literature indicates that mass-
market fashion designers rely on a wide variety of inspiration sources to determine which 
styles to develop; these sources include trend forecasting services, magazines and celebrity 
style, products sold under other brands, and past sales data for designers’ firms (Goworek, 
2010, Masson et al., 2007). Recent sources include aggregating services such as EDITD or 
online ‘big data’ on sales figures or (Banks, 2013). Little previous research has addressed the 
specific ways such inspiration sources are used in the fast fashion market sector. On the basis 
of empirical data from interviewing designers in three Australian fast fashion companies, the 
present research provides information on various inspiration sources and two key methods – 
consensus and embodiment – that fast fashion design teams use to determine the right styles 
for their market and customer.  
Literature review 
Fast fashion  
Fast fashion refers to clothing retailers responding rapidly to fashion trends by replenishing 
their stores with new styles weekly, even daily. To achieve this, retailers need supply chain 
agility and responsiveness to market demand (Christopher et al., 2004). Fast fashion firms 
rely on Quick Response (QR) supply chains coupled with trendy, short life cycle product or 
‘enhanced’ design (Cachon and Swinney, 2011). Tokatli (2007) identified several 
characteristics of fast fashion retailers: high responsiveness to customer demand on the basis 
of product, sales, and customer data fed rapidly to design, production, and buying 
departments; short lead times; rapid sample making; engendering a sense of scarcity through 
quick changing products in short runs; and having ‘super-responsive or rapid fire’ supply 
chains. Companies have developed both lean and agile supply chains (leagile) in which small 
batches of product can be produced frequently and efficiently (Bruce et al., 2004). The small 
batches enable quick injections of fashion-forward product into stores, and they engender in 
customers a sense of product scarcity and exclusivity. Such sense of scarcity encourages 
consumers to visit Zara stores seventeen times per year on average, compared to an average 
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of four times per year for other chain stores (Ferdows, Lewis and Machuca, 2004). Fast 
fashion has affected the fashion sphere significantly, not only in supply chain innovation, but 
in consumers’ hedonic engagement with product perceived as “perishable” and scarce (Byun 
and Sternquist 2011, 189). 
Some academic studies of fast fashion practices have focused on competitive advantages of 
supply chain innovations (Christopher et al., 2004; Hayes and Nicola, 2006; Tokatli et al., 
2008) as well as ethical conflicts within fast fashion (Arrigo, 2013; Joergens, 2006; Joy et al., 
2012), whereas other studies have focused on drivers of fast fashion consumption (Bianchi 
and Birtwistle, 2010; Byun and Sternquist 2011; Gabrielli et al., 2013; Miller, 2013). In terms 
of the development of ‘enhanced design’ product (Cachon and Swinney, 2011), a number of 
studies have addressed the product development process including marketing and the role of 
buyers (Bruce and Daly, 2006; Sheridan et al., 2006), but less examined is the role of the fast 
fashion designer, and how she or he taps into perceived consumer desire in a risky and 
volatile market. 
Fashion product development process 
The fashion product development process is “the strategic, creative, technical, production and 
distribution planning of goods for a well-defined customer group” (Keiser and Garner, 2008, 
37). The process is collaborative, iterative, and follows a route from concept, design 
development with reference to market, first sample (prototype), refinement, specification, 
through to a commercial product ready to be offered in the market place (Carr and Pomeroy, 
1992). Creative fashion design may be at the beginning of this process, yet is only one aspect 
of the product development process (Regan et al., 1998). In a mass-market firm, fashion 
designers work collaboratively with actors both internal and external to their firm to develop 
new product for market (Simatupang et al., 2004). Many actors are involved, from fashion 
designers, technical designers, textile designers, fashion buyers, managers, and marketers 
(Burns and Bryant, 2007; Carr and Pomeroy, 1992; Keiser and Garner, 2008). Buyers in high 
street retail firms may play pivotal roles in approving designers’ concepts and advising on 
pricing and merchandising (Goworek, 2010). Management has considerable power over the 
design selection process in the three areas of style, product, and marketing (Mora, 2006). 
Sales data regarding what sold well in previous seasons necessarily feeds into the process 
(Burns and Bryant 2007). 
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The design team plays a crucial role in the creative direction a new product range will take – 
the ‘inspiration’ point of the fashion product development process. Designers draw on visual 
and tactile inspiration sources to develop this creative direction (Mete, 2006). Visual sources 
may be fashion or non-fashion related. Fashion related visual sources include images of 
catwalk styles, garments with niche brands, celebrity style, street style, fashion and costume 
history (Burns and Bryant, 2007). Non-fashion visual sources may be highly varied and 
include art, architecture, design, films, or nature. Tactile sources of inspiration may be 
fabrics, trims and garments. Garments as inspiration sources may range from competitors’ 
products purchased when comparative shopping (Goworek, 2010), designer garments, or 
vintage and historical garments.  
For UK retailers, Goworek (2010) identified among UK designers the use of ready-to-wear 
catwalk styles as a major source of design inspiration, coupled with comparative shopping in 
fashion centres, the most popular being London, Paris, Milan, and New York. 
Designers and buyers will visit high-end retailers and return with sketches, notes and 
garments to adapt into their own collections. Masson et al (2007) include television, film, 
online trend forecasting services, and catwalk shows as inspiration sources for fashion 
designers. Although the inspiration sources for fashion design are well-established in general 
terms, it is unclear how the sources may differ and which sources may be most relevant in the 
fast fashion context.. 
Quickly bringing the right trends to the right consumers 
Complicating the fashion design process is fast fashion’s strong focus on responding to 
consumer desire in a highly time-pressured environment. Although the role of the fashion 
designer remains at the beginning of the creative process, fast fashion has heralded a shift 
within the fashion system toward increased attention to meeting consumer needs and desires 
(Barnes and Lea-Greenwood, 2006). Indeed, continual engagement with the consumer is a 
hallmark of fast fashion. Retail marketing is thus embedded within the product development 
process: rather than merely being a way to communicate new styles to consumers after they 
have been developed, it becomes essential in determining what styles should be developed in 
the first place (Webb, 2007). The kinds of data needed to respond rapidly to consumer desire 
are necessarily qualitative and quantitative. As Ferdows et al (2004) describe, companies 
such as Zara respond directly to real-time sales data fed from their stores to ensure that the 
product is tailored to each store.  
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In addition to being in touch with what consumers are buying, fast fashion designers must 
remain closely connected to emerging trends. According to Siegle (2011), a worldwide 
network of trendsetters daily emails and telephones such trend data to the 200 designers in 
Zara’s design room. The rise of ‘big data’ and online shopping has allowed real-time sales 
data to flow to design rooms, with data analytics firm EDITD growing to facilitate this flow 
(Kansara, 2011). 
Trend forecasting firms such as Worth Global Style Network (WGSN) not only examine 
catwalk styles, but also provide close to season updates, street style analysis, and in-depth 
consumer trends (WGSN, 2014). Websites such as Style.com provide rapid updates on 
catwalk styles. The rapid growth of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in 
the past fifteen years has made available many tools for efficiently accessing and sorting 
trend and consumer data. Fast fashion depends on imitation of catwalk styles, and the 
increased speed of disseminating catwalk images around the world allows fast fashion 
designers to draw on visual inspiration sources quickly. As journalist Suzi Menkes (2013) 
notes, supply chain responsiveness of fast fashion companies enables transmission of catwalk 
styles into high street product months before the designer originals are offered in stores. Yet 
even with increasingly easy access to inspiration sources, design team members still must 
decide which styles to propose to buyers and management.  
Fashion knowledge and contextual knowledge 
In order to study how fast fashion designers collect and analyse inspiration sources to make 
design decisions, it is first necessary to examine the literature around ‘fashion knowledge’, 
and ways this knowledge is gained and transmitted. Fashion knowledge is “an aesthetic 
knowledge…an unstable and constantly changing form of knowledge that promotes incessant 
change without progress” (Weller, 2007, 42). Having fashion knowledge means one is able to 
spot the position of a style in the trend cycle and to spot emerging trends well ahead of their 
time, even as the trends continue to shift. But how this knowledge is attained is difficult to 
pinpoint. Aspers (2010, 190) describes this ability as “‘mysterious’ knowledge that people 
have to possess, often described in terms of ‘creativity’, ‘talent’, ‘gut-feeling’ or ‘genius’”, 
and held within the individual. As noted by Skov (2002), Aspers (2010), and Entwistle 
(2009) discussion of how fashion designers make their design decisions comes down 
frequently to body-related language, for example, ‘gut-feeling’ or having a ‘good eye’. In her 
study of fashion models and fashion buyers, Entwistle (2009, 129), refers to this skill as “tacit 
aesthetic knowledge”, in which “fashion is an embodied knowledge; worn on the body of 5  
those who calculate it and ‘travelling’ with them along global networks.” This tacit 
knowledge may be shared though face to face contact at fashion festivals and trade fairs 
(Entwistle 2010; Skov 2006).  
Aspers (2006, 745) extends the notion of fashion knowledge in referring to the knowledge 
necessary to design as “contextual knowledge”, in which the designer or buyer knows her 
market, inhabits the ‘lifeworld’ of her customer, and hence knows which of the many fashion 
trends will work for her company – Aspers sees it as a combination of ‘gut-feeling’ of fashion 
knowledge combined with market knowledge specific to the sector in which the designer or 
buyer operates, as well as the contexts of art worlds and consumer markets. Eckert and 
Stacey (2000) also observed this shared cultural context in their study of knitwear designers.  
Minimal research on fast fashion has addressed the strategies that fast fashion designers 
employ to sort inspiration sources in rapidly making product design decisions. Entwistle 
(2009) explores tacit, embodied knowledge within workers in high fashion buying and 
fashion modeling, but little is known about the possible role of tacit embodied knowledge in 
fast fashion decision making in which close connection to consumers is vital. With the 
pressure of timing and a high-risk, volatile product, the design decisions of the fast fashion 
designer are high stakes. The following research questions emerged from the literature 
review: 
Research question 1: Fast fashion designers in Australia draw on what inspiration sources, 
and how do these sources differ from those in the literature on the fashion design process? 
Research Question 2: How do fast fashion designers in Australia sort and order information 
from diverse inspiration sources? 
 
Fast fashion in Australia 
To address these questions, data were gathered within the Australian fashion industry. Fast 
fashion is exemplified by large chains such as Zara or H&M, but less well-known companies 
in various countries also have employed the fast fashion model, as noted in the Italian context 
by Runfola and Guercini (2013). In the Australian context, Gap and Zara first opened stores 
in 2011, Topshop in 2012, and H&M, UNIQLO and Forever 21 in 2014 (Ragtrader, 2013). 
Although international fast fashion giants have only begun to arrive, local chains have offered 
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versions of fast fashion since the early 2000s1, beginning monthly product drops in the youth 
market, with quick response made possible through digital communication and geographic 
proximity to large manufacturing hubs of Asia. Currently, the Australian fast fashion market 
is served by a combination of department stores and other retailers offering own-brand fast 
fashion (e.g. department store Myer offering ‘Miss Shop’, Target offering ‘Hot Options’), 
wholesalers (e.g. Mink Pink, Bardot), vertically integrated fast fashion retailers (e.g. Cotton 
On, Supre, Dotti, Sportsgirl), and discount retailers offering unbranded ready-designed goods 
sourced in China, with these goods often being close imitations or knockoffs of overseas fast 
fashion. As of 2015, Zara, Topshop, and H&M had a small but growing presence in 
Australia, with thirteen Zara stores, five Topshop stores, and three H&M stores. 
Overall, Australian high street retailers have lower volumes and higher margins than overseas 
counterparts and have approximately ten product drops per year compared to Zara’s twenty-
six (Safe, 2011). It is therefore important to note that the empirical data in this study come 
from fast fashion companies that, although recognized in Australia and New Zealand, have 
smaller scale and less influence than do global fast fashion retailers such as Zara and H&M. 
Many Australian companies that compete on an enhanced design basis may not be strictly 
termed ‘fast fashion’ according to Tokatli’s (2007) definition due to their small scale and 
relatively long response times. However, from interviews, these companies describe 
themselves as fast fashion due to their trendy product and the ongoing pressure to reduce time 
between the design and retail availability of products. This definition is upheld through 
examination of articles in Australian industry publication Ragtrader (2015) that refers to 
retailers such as Cotton On and Sportsgirl as offering a ‘fast fashion’ product. Thus in the 
Australian context, fast fashion refers primarily to rapidly replenished, trendy product with 
shortened lead times. 
Method 
To explore how fast fashion designers connect to consumer desire, the empirical data were 
gathered from interviews with fast fashion designers working at three Australian companies2. 
1 This is upheld by statements from interview participants, in which they noted ranges offered monthly from 
2003 in their markets. 
2 These data were gathered as part of a wider doctoral study related to design, sustainability and fashion 
within the Australian mass-market, with a particular focus on the design process. In this study, nineteen 
designers including menswear, womenswear, and footwear designers were interviewed. 7  
                                                             
This research received university ethics approval for low risk research involving human 
participants (approval number: 1000000677). A condition of ethics clearance for this research 
was that these companies remain anonymous and all participants were given pseudonyms to 
disguise their identity. 
Three mass-market companies were studied, each with fast fashion offerings. A total of eight 
fast fashion designers were interviewed across the three companies. The three companies 
represent a cross-section of the Australian fast fashion landscape, operating with different 
pricepoints, volumes and retail strategies, including one retailer with own brands, one 
wholesaler and one combined wholesaler and retailer. Company A, with six interviewees, is a 
fast fashion, mid-volume wholesaler, whose products are stocked in major Australian 
department stores, chain stores, independent retailers and online. The company sells 
womenswear under three labels, all for a young, fashion-focused demographic.  
The fast fashion offerings of Companies B and C were designed by only one designer per 
firm, albeit working with a team supported by a buying team and merchandising, sales, 
quality control, and technical production personnel. Company B is a discount department 
store retailer with approximately 200 stores Australia wide with one fast fashion own label, 
as well as own brand and strategic partner brands in womenswear, menswear, childrenswear 
and footwear.  
Company C is a mid-market retailer and wholesaler, whose products are stocked in its own 
retail outlets and in department store concessions, independent stores, and online. The 
company owns three labels:  C1, C2, and C3. C1 and C2 products are sold at high prices to 
relatively older consumers, and C3 products, identified as fast fashion by the designers, are 
sold at low prices to younger consumers. Table 1 details the three companies and the 
participants. A possible limitation of this study is the uneven number of participants from the 
three companies, with more participants from Company A than the other two. The uneven 
participant numbers are due to the different organizational structures of the design teams in 
the three companies, which highlights the diverse approaches to product development, even 
in a small sample of companies. 
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[Insert table - Table 1 Companies participating in the study] 
Data collection and analysis 
The three companies in the study were chosen according to their scale, market presence and 
market level, with the aim of including representative Australian mass-market offerings. For 
this article, the analysed interviews were selected based on participants describing their labels 
as associated with ‘fast fashion’ within their companies. This was verified through 
observations of product in store and online.  
The qualitative approach to data collection allowed designers to order the elements of their 
process in any way they chose and to mention their inspiration sources as they occurred to 
them naturally. The chief approach to data analysis was triangulation (Stake 2008) of data 
from multiple primary and secondary sources. These included a total of eight interviews of 
designers in three companies, in-store observations, retail website observations, industry 
press, fashion press, and scholarly literature. As all three companies offered fast fashion, the 
views of individual fast fashion designers could be triangulated with the views of fast fashion 
designers from other companies in the study and information gleaned from the literature and 
other secondary sources.  
NVivo 10 qualitative data analysis software was used to sort, code and search for designer 
responses to interview questions. The mentions were coded individually and then these were 
grouped under related nodes. It is important to note that these data were initially sorted by 
company and then sorted by inspiration sources, meaning that in this analysis the eight fast 
fashion designers are treated as one sample although working for three distinct companies. 
Through detailed reading and coding of transcribed interviews alongside literature on the 
fashion design process, the two themes of ‘consensus’ and ‘embodiment’ emerged as a way 
to conceptualise how fast fashion designers select the right inspiration sources for their 
consumers. 
Sources of inspiration for fast fashion design decision making 
This section provides a collation of the various inspiration sources that the design teams used. 
Table 2 lists the sources of inspiration designers discussed in interview. Following Mete’s 
(2006) division of visual and tactile sources, visual sources of inspiration were largely from 
online research, and tactile sources came from the designers’ travel, generally to fashion 
centres such as London, New York and Tokyo. The most referenced online sources were 
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trend forecasting services such as WGSN and Style.com. Another important source designers 
mentioned is personal style blogs, a source rarely discussed in the fashion design literature.   
[Insert table – Table 2: Inspiration sources for design decision making] 
 
Figure 1 presents visually the number of data items coded across the nodes generated through 
NVivo 10. The larger the box size, the more were the mentions and the smaller size box 
represents less mentions. Figure 1 shows that ‘online sources’ were the most commonly 
mentioned inspiration sources, with travel the second. Past sales data, mentioned by only one 
designer (Jill in Company A), had little relevance to participants, which is significant given 
the importance accorded to such data in the literature. It is also interesting that interviewees 
did not mention some inspiration sources such as movies and TV shows, identified in the 
literature. However it is possible that the trend reports of trend forecasting services such as 
WGSN already capture and synthesise information from these sources. 
[Insert figure – Figure 1: Inspiration sources grouped from most to least mentioned by 
participants] 
The designers in all three companies looked at catwalks, but catwalks were only one of their 
many inspiration sources. The use of catwalk styles depended greatly on the market positions 
of their customer. As Jane pointed out:  
You’ll start with researching catwalk trends but in this market we have to be careful because it’s a 
little bit forward for us. We have to be careful that we don’t introduce things too soon because our 
girl is at the bottom of the cycle and won’t be quite ready for that yet.  
This meant, at least in the case of Jane, the designer would not adopt styles until she found a 
high degree of acceptance in sources such as celebrity styles, fashion blogs, and products sold 
under other brands. Jane added, ‘if one of our competitors picks up on a trend and it does 
really well...then we will be instantly at it too.” 
Travel to fashion centres also figured as an important inspiration source. This worked in a 
number of ways. First, designers could source a wide variety of garments to use as 
inspiration. According to Jill in Company A, they would pull these apart to analyse them and 
identify which aspects of the design they would adapt. These samples may come from local 
direct competitors and from retailers at both higher market levels and the same market level 
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such as Topshop and H&M. Designers Sophie and Kristie each commented on the value of 
vintage shopping and shopping in markets for products sold under independent designer 
labels.  
This quantitative listing drawn from the rich qualitative interview data is only a partial picture 
of how inspiration sources are used to inform the design process. A common theme in the 
interviews across all three companies was the importance of multiple inspiration sources. 
Rarely was one form of inspiration put before another. The key lies in using multiple, 
overlapping sources, and not relying on one form too heavily; for example, one designer 
observed that her company could not rely solely on WGSN as “everybody uses it.” The 
following section provides the results from examining designers’ comments to uncover how 
the designers identify the most useful information from their inspiration sources to design the 
right products for their consumers. 
Knowing what ‘our girl’ wants 
Although it is possible to list the various inspiration sources on which designers draw to 
make decisions, it is difficult to gauge how designers sort and analyse these multiple sources, 
and then synthesise information from the sources to develop fashion styles. Crucial to the fast 
fashion model is the notion of continual engagement with the customer, and anticipating 
consumer desire is the key to designing what will sell. This section provides detailed 
examination of the designers’ process and connection to their consumers. In interviews, 
designers were asked to describe their design process and how they made design decisions. 
The fast fashion designer responses to this question will be explored under the two key 
themes of ‘consensus’ and ‘embodiment’. 
Consensus 
As discussed in the literature, the product development process is highly collaborative. 
However of the three companies in the study, only Company A had design team members 
discussing and collaborating on designs throughout the early stages of sourcing inspiration 
and developing initial designs. In contrast, the fast fashion designers at Company B and in 
Company C worked largely independently to develop their creative direction before 
presenting their ideas to buyers and management. Despite this, designers in all three 
companies sought some form of group consensus to verify information from their inspiration 
sources.  
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Company A has a collaborative team environment in which seven designers, ranked by 
seniority, each present research and initial designs in team meetings. Senior designers 
contributed the most design roughs, but junior designers may submit only a handful. The 
team voted on the designs, and those with the most votes are put forward to the first sample 
stage. Design room manager Hannah said this democratic approach to selecting designs was 
modeled on how Zara’s design room operates. Jill described the process, 
We go off and research what kind of things we see coming through, so that might be 
looking through magazines, going on trend websites, looking at some of our overseas 
competitors and seeing what they are doing. And then we all … come together and work 
out which ones are best for our label and then which direction we want to take as a team.  
When the designers in Company A come together, they show their concepts for each category 
and then compare the designs within the category, placing them in order of what they believe 
will best sell. To do this, they go on previous sales, looking at items that have been successful 
in the past as well as items that have not been successful. Jill says, ‘we look at why they 
haven’t worked and we look at what’s happening in the market place at the moment [and] try 
and find some happy medium between the two.” In this way, the team argues through the 
decisions on trends to follow then votes on the resulting designs to reach consensus. 
Consensus on particular trends or styles is achieved both internally and externally. Tapping 
into what the consumer wants is partly achieved through close attention to fashion blogs. As 
Kristie commented,  
I always look at fashion blogs because they are usually set up by what [sic] our 
market is …usually those dedicated [to] fashion, so they look at street style and 
take pictures of what people are wearing on the street, especially overseas ones 
because then we can transfer what they are wearing because they are always ahead 
of us. 
Company A used the voting strategy during the research process as well. Although 
individually researching, designers would snip outfits from magazines and pin favourites to 
the ‘Retail Winners’ board. Each designer and staff members from other areas of the 
company write their names beside the style they like. As Kylie noted, “we all bring in some 
and if we all sign them they go up on that board and it’s good, … if twenty girls say ‘I would 
wear that’ then we must put it in.” Her comment reflects the various checkpoints during the 
product development process. The first checkpoint is sharing and discussing research via 
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strategies such as the ‘retail winners’ board, then the meeting where they present to the senior 
designer before another check with the sales and marketing team prior to presentation to the 
external buyers. 
Consensus on trends can be reached through close analysis of WGSN, style.com and other 
online visual sources of inspiration. Seeing a colour, silhouette, or style repeated in multiple 
places helps establish it as a trend to follow. Designers at all three companies pointed to this 
kind of visual research as being key. For tactile inspiration, new product was sourced from 
stores around the world. Several interviewed designers acknowledged that imitation of 
existing garments was an important part of the fast fashion product development process, but 
they also noted that they could not create direct imitations as it was not in their firms’ 
commercial interest – other companies could do the ‘knock-off’ faster and cheaper. Most 
discount retailers lack in house designers, so for Company A, Jane said, “the ones that 
actually have designers – in house designers – we have to think of ways to be one step above 
them, they are like a constant competition… how can we either get it there faster than them or 
how can we make it different.” As Company A could not get products out quickly, it focused 
on interpreting trends rather than direct imitation or knock-off. This was also the case in 
Company C, with Sophie noting that although she takes inspiration from sourced garments, 
she couldn’t directly copy:  
If you just copy it straight up, most of the time other labels do the same thing, the cheaper 
labels… and then you will have the same product as them, and then our customers will 
come in and they will say ‘oh you know, I've seen that…’ 
It was important for all three of the companies examined that they follow trends yet have a 
point of difference in the market place. However all designers saw this form of consensus 
building through market analysis and comparative shopping as vital.  
In the case of Company B, the fast fashion designer April developed consensus on her design 
decisions with the help of other design team members in the company, to whom she would 
present her trend direction research and designs, and the buyers, who would ultimately 
approve her designs. Buyers in the company played important roles in tempering and cross-
checking the designers’ decisions in order to reduce commercial risk for the firm. For April, 
the buyers were an important part of the design process as she explained that their perspective 
on the trends and design direction differed from hers but was still invaluable. She notes that 
although the buyers do not always agree, this “is probably how we get to where it should be, 
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because we all have different opinions.” April also uses fashion blogs as a way of staying 
close to the youth market for whom she was designing. 
The two designers in Company C and Company B rely more on external consensus than 
internal consensus amongst their colleagues. In Company C, designer Sophie operates as fast 
fashion designer with the help of one assistant. The design process followed by Sophie is far 
more solitary than that followed by April in Company B or the design team in Company A. 
She travels every six weeks to Europe, the US, or Japan in order to comparative shop, and to 
Hong Kong to source samples and fabrics. Like the designers in Company A and Company 
B, she still depends on consensus to confirm her design decisions. She relies heavily on 
WGSN, and watches closely products in the target markets for Label C3 products. 
Comparative shopping through regular overseas trips enabled her to monitor offerings of 
Topshop, H&M, and other relevant companies. She could check the styles dropped in the 
cool months for the northern hemisphere, as they are indicative of those that Australian 
customers may want to wear in three to four months’ time as the physical seasons change. 
The comparative shopping could confirm the trends she saw coming through online sources, 
magazines, blogs and trend forecasting sites. Like April, Sophie also relied on feedback from 
the sales team and the buyers. In the case of Company C, the buyers were external to the 
company: department store and other retail buyers who examined the monthly product ranges 
and gave Sophie feedback from customers about their preferences for fit and fabrics in past 
garments.  
It is unsurprising that the designers rely on each other and other members of their teams to 
confirm their design decisions. This kind of cross-checking is essential in a risky industry in 
which products can be introduced at the wrong time in the cycle. Similarly, fashion 
knowledge is crucial throughout. Designers accrue and share fashion knowledge through 
visual and tactile research and discussion, and the fashion trends they identify are 
corroborated through internal and external consensus. Yet consensus only partly explains the 
decision-making process of designers.  
Embodiment 
This section draws on the notion of embodiment as it relates to fast fashion design. For many 
of the designers, knowing what the customer wants is a tacit, bodily experience – it comes 
down to gut instinct. This is what Patrik Aspers (2010) terms the “lifeworld” of designers and 
their consumers. Designers’ ability to sort and order information from many inspiration 
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sources to design coherent collections is due to their being integrated into their consumers’ 
“lifeworld” and thus attuned to their needs and desires. Some interviewed designers literally 
embodied their customer in age and preferences, and others could project themselves into the 
customer’s mind through immersion in the culture, interests, and lifestyles of their target 
audience.   
A number of the designers spoke about instinct being crucial, particularly concerning when to 
introduce certain trends. Jane said that determining whether the timing was correct came 
down to ‘instinct’. This was also echoed by Kylie, who said, “I go with the gut I guess”. 
Designers spoke of the challenges of knowing when an inspiration source is the right one to 
follow and whether are interpreting market signals correctly. They tried to minimize timing 
mistakes, but sometimes could not avoid them. Frustratingly, timing errors occurred when 
product was released too early, and the consumer “doesn’t understand it.” Jane in Company 
A noted: 
You think you’re getting out there on time and you’re showing them this new trend [but] 
they don’t get it, it doesn’t sell – it flops – and then six months later they'll [the customer] 
be like ‘oh my god I want everything like that’ and so it’s very frustrating … but then if 
you’re too slow they’ll say ‘oh you’re not quick enough’ … particularly in this market, it’s 
all about timing and showing the right trends at the right time. 
Jane noted, “we have to be careful that we don’t introduce things too soon because our girl is 
at the bottom of the cycle and won’t be quite ready for that yet. Then having said that, if one 
of our competitors picks up on a trend and it does really well, well then we will be instantly at 
it too.”  
Close connection to consumers is crucial in fast fashion to avoid timing missteps. As 
described earlier, real-time sales data are fed to the design rooms of retailers such as Zara and 
Topshop. Sales data are fed regularly to the design room in Company B. However, this is 
difficult in wholesale firms such as Company A, as the designers liaise chiefly with 
department store and other retail buyers for qualitative discussion of what is and is not 
working. Although hard quantitative data are invaluable, individually, the interviewed 
designers relied heavily on their own instincts that came from being attuned to their 
customer. 
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Significantly, five of the eight interviewed designers were in their twenties, and three were in 
their thirties. Several designers commented that it was useful in their design process to be the 
same age as their consumers. Kylie directly addressed the embodiment notion, saying: 
Our girl is supposed to be 24 and I'm 28 but I guess I still dress like a 24 year old (laughs) 
… so I just go with what I want to wear …What do I want to wear when I go out? What do 
I want to wear when I go shopping at the markets, or at the beach? I just sort of analyse it 
like that or what would be realistic, like ‘how would people wear this? I would wear it with 
jeans, that’s fantastic, that’s going in.’ 
 This embodiment of her consumer also gave her insight into how overseas trends could be 
translated for a local audience. She noted, “if I see something in a blog I will think ‘oh that's 
fantastic but Australian girls won’t wear it that way.’” Knowing this comes down to fashion 
knowledge, not only knowledge gleaned from overseas travel and immersion in fashion 
media, but embodied knowledge of the lifeworld of her consumer. She says she imagines 
herself wearing the item, saying, “it’s quite personal, I guess. You know, if I put that on 
would all my friends be like 'oh that’s hot, where can I get that from?’” 
Similarly, designer Sophie was in her twenties and frequently approached design for Label 
C3 from the position of what she would wish to wear. She said,  
Fashion is what makes me happy, what I would want to wear, what would make me feel 
confident…So that’s when, when I design I actually design things that I would want to 
wear. 
The implication is clear that if Sophie wished to wear it, so would her target audience. She 
relied on her tacit and implicit, embodied knowledge of her customer.  
Although they did not speak as explicitly as Kylie about embodiment, Company A junior 
designers Kristie, Jill, and Patti were all in their early twenties, the key demographic of their 
target markets. Kristie was even the house model, a literal embodiment of the body shape of 
the target market. Kristie discussed how she didn’t use WGSN “that much”; rather, she 
visited local markets, independent designers, art galleries and secondhand clothing stores in 
the inner city suburb of Newtown. Her approach was to build mood boards of her 
photographs and other visual sources and “then I will circle the elements that I do really like 
and maybe take a few from each inspiration and … put them into a silhouette that is really 
fashionable.” Her lifestyle as a young woman in the inner city enabled her to trust her 
instincts as to how these diverse inspirations could be translated into new styles.  
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April, being in her thirties, was one of the three comparatively older designers, along with 
Jane and Hannah. She also spoke of ‘gut feeling’ in determining what her customer would 
want. For her, knowledge of her customer came from her being embedded in art worlds and 
street culture as well as noting influential people and music scenes for her market. She added, 
“I feel like I sometimes see little things that maybe friends – I have lots of friends that are 
artists – it’s being exposed to a variety of people that makes me notice what will be 
happening in the youth market.”  She added, “celebrities probably are another one that 
influence what the youth market pick up, and then it’s also festivals and … different music 
scenes.”  In this way, April acted as a cultural broker for her company, being attuned to 
knowing what was and was not ‘cool’. She did not embody her customer in age, but she 
remained immersed in the worlds that her customer would find ‘cool’. April described how 
living in inner-city Melbourne helped in this respect, as she was surrounded by gallery 
spaces, street art and other cultural forms that provided inspiration. But she struggled to 
articulate how she could translate these varied sources into a design, saying “I really just 
don’t know. I just feel it comes sort of naturally but I know that’s not really the answer 
either.”  
This discussion makes clear that the interviewed designers were attuned to the needs of their 
consumer in a number of ways. Their insights into their customers’ desires come about both 
consciously and unconsciously. Unconsciously the designers are immersed in the same 
cultural experiences as their consumers, while consciously they seek out the relevant blogs, 
magazines and experiences that their consumer would. The use of terms such as ‘instinct’, 
‘comes naturally’ and ‘go with the gut’ strengthens the notion that determining what their 
consumer will want comes about largely through unspoken, tacit understanding of the 
customer. 
Conclusions, Implications, and Limitations 
In order to respond quickly to the right trend at the right time, fast fashion designers rely on a 
wide variety of tactile and visual inspiration sources that they must sort rapidly and 
appropriately. Interview data in this study indicate that their visual inspiration comes mainly 
from online sources such as WGSN, personal style blogs, celebrity photographs, online stores 
of competitors and higher market level stores, catwalk images and reports, and street style 
blogs. Crucially, multiple overlapping inspiration sources are needed. Designers’ tactile 
research includes sourcing a variety of garments from both Australia and overseas, aspects of 
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which will be imitated or adapted. Some inspiration sources identified in the literature were 
mentioned rarely (past sales data) or not at all (movies, television). The limited relevance of 
past sales data to designers, at least those in this small sample, may be related to the high rate 
of change in the merchandise offered in the fast fashion sector. 
Although other researchers have examined sources of inspiration for fashion design, few studies are 
specific to the fast fashion context and to how designers in this context may choose inspiration 
sources and then sort information from the selected sources for use in designing product suited to their 
markets. This study shows that such designers rely heavily on developing consensus on the 
appropriate inspiration sources and the interpretations of information from the sources to design 
styles. Consensus may come through acceptance of styles in overseas markets, discussions 
between buyers and designers, or through strategies such as the internal ‘retail winners 
board’.  
Another albeit rather tangible finding of this study is that fast fashion designers may either 
consciously or unconsciously embody their customer in order to tap into customers needs and 
wants at the right time. Fashion designers often cannot express in words the ‘gut feeling’ and 
‘instinct’ of designing, but several interviewees reported relying on their instincts to select the 
right inspiration sources at the right time. These ‘instincts’ can be conceptualised as the 
designers’ tacit knowledge of fashion and their consumers’ lifeworld that enables them to 
decide which style or trend to follow. The designers’ knowledge of the consumer’s lifeworld 
is obtained through embodiment: an awareness resulting from being embedded in the same 
cultural environment as the ‘girls’ for whom they design. Embodiment of the physicality, 
taste, and age of the customer also allowed the designers to gain insight into the desires of 
their market. 
One value of this research is revealing specific strategies used by designers working in the 
fast fashion ‘enhanced design’ area, in which timing, speed, and close connection to 
consumer desire are vital. Although the inspiration sources are similar to those listed in the 
literature, they differ in the increased reliance on sources found online, particularly personal 
style blogs and trend forecasting sites. Responsiveness to trends is primary, yet fast fashion 
designers need to pick the right trends at the right times, and to adapt trends in ways that 
distinguish the firm’s products in the market place. Additional findings in this study include 
the essentiality of personal style blogs to corroborate information from trend forecasting 
services as well as the means by which designers build consensus around design directions 
and stay closely connected to their consumers in order to align trends with consumer desire. 18  
The interviews conducted in this study with a small sample of fast fashion designers working 
in three Australian companies provide preliminary insights into the design process followed 
by such designers. However, limitations of the study are the small sample size of three firms 
and the region-specific context. Additional research is needed to substantiate the findings in 
this study. Future research should include designers in global fast fashion companies, as well 
as further examination of the design process in other Australian fast fashion companies. 
Researchers can build on the findings in this study to expand and deepen the analysis of the 
fast fashion design process, including the workings of design teams in making design 
decisions.  
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Tables for article: “Inspiration sources for fast fashion design: tapping into consumer desire” 
 
Table 1: Companies participating in the study 
Company  Description Pricepoint Similar brand Interviewed designers  
Company A Fast fashion - 
mainstream 
AUD$35 - 
$150 
Sportsgirl, Forever 
New, Topshop, 
Zara, Company C 
Hannah: Design room manager 
Jane: Senior designer 
Jill: Designer 
Kylie: Senior junior designer 
Kristie: Design assistant 
Patti: Design assistant 
Company B - 
Label B2 
 
Discount fast 
fashion 
 
All apparel 
AUD$5 - 
$60 approx. 
Kmart, Target, Big 
W, Primark (UK) 
Walmart (US), 
Target (US), BHS 
(UK). 
April: Head designer fast 
fashion womenswear Label B2 
Company C - 
Label C3 
Lower mid-
market fast 
fashion 
$59 - 180 Company A, 
Sportsgirl, Forever 
New, Topshop 
Sophie: head designer Label 
C3 
 
Table 2: Inspiration sources for design decision making 
Inspiration sources, ordered from most to least mentioned 
1. Online sources – total 
- 1a. Street style blogs 
- 1b. WGSN 
- 1c. Independent designers 
2. Travel - total 
- 2a. Inspiration 
- 2b. Sourcing sample garments 
3. Consumers 
4. Magazines 
5. Textiles 
6. Celebrity style 
7. International Fast Fashion (FF) 
8. Catwalk 
9. Trends – print 
9. Art world 
10. Market stalls 
11. Music 
11. City environment 
11. Vintage shopping 
12. Local FF competitors 
12. Past sales 
 
 
